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1 Introduction
Democratizing access to artificial intelligence (AI) requires competitions that promote the devel-
opment of sample-efficient learning, as well as ensure the reproducibility and generalizability of
results. Sample efficiency is important because practitioners with limited compute resources cannot
readily utilize algorithms that require a massive number of samples. The complexity of these state-
of-the-art methods is outpacing advancements in computation. Moreover, as methods and domains
become more specialized, learning procedures become more fragile: often undocumented modifica-
tions can inhibit reproducible results and seeds are chosen to reflect the optimal performance of a
given solution [Henderson et al., 2018].
Because the focus of traditional research challenges is the development of new techniques in a par-
ticular field, these challenges seek to reward participants for novel solutions. However, submissions
with the best performance on the (often highly specified) task tend leverage domain knowledge that
is not broadly applicable, leading challenges to open separate tracks where submissions are subjec-
tively evaluated on research novelty [Pavlov et al., 2018].
To encourage participants to develop methods with reproducible and robust training behavior, we
propose a challenge paradigm where competitors are evaluated directly on the performance of their
learning procedures rather than pre-trained agents. Since competition organizers re-train submis-
sions in a controlled setting they can guarantee reproducibility, and – by retraining submissions
using a held-out test set – help ensure generalization of submissions past the environments on which
they were trained.
2 Case Study: MineRL
We use the aforementioned paradigm in our competition, the MineRL Competition on Sample Ef-
ficient Reinforcement Learning [Guss et al., 2019]. Through this competition, we challenge the
deep reinforcement learning (DRL) community to train an agent to solve a complex, hierarchical
task using limited computation time and a fixed budget of 8 million environment samples. To as-
sist with the development of their algorithms, participants can leverage a large annotated dataset of
demonstrations [Guss* et al., 2019] through a competition starter kit [MineRL, 2019]. To ensure
that winning entries can be reproduced, organizers retrain submissions in the final round using an
entirely new, previously-unseen texture pack [Wiki, 2019]. Because the competition organizers su-
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pervise the training procedure, they can ensure that submissions hold to specific constraints (such as
using a limited amount of environment samples and training time). This requirement also prevents
participants from using prior knowledge of the environment, Minecraft, to hand-craft policies.
2.1 Computational Requirements
An important concern is the additional budget that this evaluation structure requires of the organiz-
ers. In particular, organizers need additional computational power to retrain participant models. In
order to reduce the computation required when re-training competitor submissions in the MineRL
competition we chose to limit re-training to round two, where the top ten teams from round one
compete. This structure allows us to open the competition to any number of interested participants
while constraining the computational budget. Additionally, by inviting only the top ten teams to a
second round, we can provide each team with up to five attempts to re-train their model in round
two. We encourage organizers of future competitions to consider a similar scheme for computation
allocation as a way to provide a sufficient amount of computational resources to top teams while
simultaneously not limiting the number of competition participants.
2.2 Data Requirements
Requiring algorithms that restrict compute time and number of environment samples can result in
solutions which underfit to the training data or that fail to learn even simple tasks. One way to
improve the sample efficiency of learning algorithms is to use demonstrations [Dubey et al., 2018].
Many widely-used imitation learning methods require the label of the demonstration to be provided
by an expert [Ho and Ermon, 2016]; however, expert labelling is generally prohibitively expensive.
As an alternative, defining simple metrics (such as time to completion) for sub-tasks that we be-
lieved would be useful for competition, allowed us to crowd source demonstrations and provide the
competitors the option to sample both expert and non-expert trajectories.
In addition to computational requirements, organizers need enough data so that both the original
training set and held-out set are sufficiently large. To meet this requirement, we recorded our dataset
in such a way that it can be easily re-rendered and altered. Specifically, to create a new dataset using
the original recordings, we use these recordings to re-simulate the game actions in an environment
with visual changes and capture the resulting video stream. As a result, we create two datasets which
contain the same higher-level information but which are visually distinct. Through this process, we
create two different datasets without reducing the size of either one.
3 Takeaways
Through our competition, we have learned the following lessons that we would like to share with
the broader community. First, adding the constraint that all final submissions of the participants are
retrained on a new texture of the environment guarantees that their submissions are reproducible and
robust to perturbations. This requirement also limits the exploitation of domain knowledge of the
environment. Second, if organizers cannot collect a dataset rich enough for standard RL methods,
they should consider potential subtasks that could be learned in a simpler domain. Data on these
auxiliary tasks can then be given to participants to help their agents learn more basic, composable
skills. Third, some participants may become disengaged when issues impede their submission’s de-
velopment. Providing both text and video demonstration of submission gives participants confidence
that their idea can be executed and encourages them to continue developing their submission.
4 Conclusion
We propose a novel challenge paradigm in which competitors are (1) evaluated solely on the perfor-
mance of their learning procedures instead of on pre-trained agents and (2) encouraged to produce
learning algorithms which prioritize sample efficiency. Through the case study of the MineRL com-
petition, we show that this paradigm is possible and provide examples of how to implement this
paradigm in practice. Although the proposed paradigm is computationally expensive for the com-
petition organizers, enabling research competitions in machine learning to yield reproducible and
sample-efficient methodologies provides great benefit to the community.
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